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Motivation

• New technologies rapidly pushing precision measurement 
- e.g. atomic clocks have 18 digit precision

Precision measurement offers a powerful new approach for particle physics

Many promising, unexplored directions

• Much well-motivated new physics requires precision measurement, 
invisible to conventional particle colliders/detectors 
- axions, gravitational waves… 
- critical questions such as hierarchy problem or nature of dark matter may 

not be answered at weak scale



Moore’s law in atomic physicsRapid Sensitivity Advance

this technology already allows many new searches, will improve by orders of magnitude
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New Physics
We know there is new physics out there (e.g. dark matter, baryogenesis) 

Where is it?  Many hints (e.g. fine-tuning problems)

Light (≪ weak scale) 
Very weak coupling 

high precision sensors

Heavy (weak scale) 
High coupling (EM, weak, strong) 

high energy accelerators



Outline

1. Theory motivation: dynamical relaxation for the hierarchy problem 

2. Axions with NMR and EM Resonators 
1. Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr) 

2. DM Radio 

3. Atom interferometry for dark matter and gravitational waves



Dynamical Relaxation for 
the Hierarchy Problem

PRL 115 (2015) arXiv:1504.07551

David E. Kaplan 
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Hierarchy Problem

Previous solutions (supersymmetry, technicolor, extra dimensions, etc.)

• new physics at weak scale, cuts off loops 

• motivates WIMPs 

• tension with LHC results

New class of solutions to hierarchy problem

• dynamical relaxation in early universe (“relaxion”) 

• minimal model has no new physics at weak scale 

• motivates light (axion-like) DM

Why is Higgs so light?   Significant motivation for exploring weak scale
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“Higgs mass”

cosmic evolution 
naturally drives it there

a potential minimum at low mass scale

Dynamical Relaxation
• make fundamental constant (Higgs mass) a dynamical variable 

• accept large, untuned initial value 

• driven to small value in early universe (similar to axion for strong CP)

Standard Model + QCD axion (softly-broken shift symmetry) + inflaton
minimal model solves hierarchy problem:

dynamical Higgs mass is a field: the axion

predicts light field DM coupled to Higgs

residual oscillations are DM
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Predictions

Dynamics (SUSY, extra dimensions…) ➜ weak-scale particles (e.g. WIMP)

Dynamical Relaxation ➜ light particles (e.g. axion)

a

V

Axion DM fluctuates Higgs VEV ➜ oscillates all scales (electron mass…) 
observation would be proof of mechanism

residual oscillations are DM

“Higgs mass”

Need high precision experiments to detect axion (and to see this effect)



Precision measurement for axions 
and other light dark matter
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Example: Axion Dark Matter

Axion couplings QCD

E&M

matter (spin)

aGG̃

aF F̃

(@µa) ̄�
µ�5 

{ current searches

102 Hz 1012 Hz104 Hz 106 Hz 108 Hz 1010 Hz

axion mass (frequency)

ADMX

Most axion dark matter space currently unexplored:

nuclear electromagnetic

other couplings can reach axion parameter space previously impossible



Cosmic Axion Spin Precession 
Experiment (CASPEr)

PRX 4 (2014) arXiv: 1306.6089 
PRD 88 (2013) arXiv: 1306.6088  
PRD 84 (2011)  arXiv: 1101.2691

Dmitry Budker 
Micah Ledbetter 

Surjeet Rajendran 
Alex Sushkov

with

Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences

Request for Applications

The Simons Foundation’s Mathematics and Physical Sciences (MPS) division invites 
applications for its new Targeted Grants in MPS program. 

Rationale: The program is intended to support high-risk projects of exceptional 
promise and scienti$c importance on a case-by-case basis.
 
How to Apply: Applicants may submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) through 
proposalCENTRAL (https://proposalcentral.altum.com/default.asp) beginning August 1, 
2015. The deadline is rolling and an applicant can submit at any time.

Please coordinate submission of the proposal with the appropriate o5cials in 
accordance with institution policies. Please refer to the Application Instructions for 

further information on and requirements for submitting an application. 

For projects with Principal Investigator (PIs) at di�erent institutions, the LOI should be 

signed submitted by the PI designated as the main PI and his/her institution.

LOI Requirements Include:

 
 Research plan (two-page limit, plus up to one page for references and $gures): 

Signed by the main PI on letterhead, which includes a brief summary of the 
support requested, including the names of the other PI(s) involved, if applicable, 
the scienti$c goals, background relevant to the application, and a brief budget 
justi$cation. 

 A tentative yearly budget (two-page limit) indicating total amount and major 
expense categories with proposed start and end dates. 

Applicants will be noti$ed within two months of the LOI submission.

Please note that the volume of interest in this program is such that the foundation is not  

able to provide advance guidance on potential proposals. We use the LOI stage to 

assess suitability and novelty. The foundation recommends submitting an LOI if an 

applicant believes his/her research meets the criteria outlined in the RFA.

Full Proposal:

A review of the LOI may lead to a request for a full proposal. Full proposals must be 
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The Axion
Strong CP problem:

creates nucleon EDM d ⇥ 3� 10�16 � e cmL � � G �G ✓ . 10�9measurements ➜

a

V

a(t) � a0 cos (mat)

Axion solution:
L � a

fa
G eGmake it dynamical so damps down towards zero

Preskill, Wise & Wilczek, Abott & Sikivie, Dine & Fischler (1983)

Axion is a natural dark matter candidatestill has small residual oscillations today ➜

Axion DM causes oscillating nucleon EDM today

generally light bosonic DM causes oscillating fundamental “constants”



�Bext

�E�

�d�µ

Larmor frequency = axion mass ➔ resonant enhancement

Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment 
(CASPEr) 



SQUID 
pickup 
loop

�Bext

�E�

�d�µ

Larmor frequency = axion mass ➔ resonant enhancement

SQUID measures resulting transverse magnetization

ferroelectric (e.g. PbTiO3), NMR pulse sequences (spin-echo,…),… 
quantum spin projection (magnetization) noise small enough

Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment 
(CASPEr) 



Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr)

Boston University 
Alexander Sushkov 

Cal State 
Derek J. Kimball 

JGU Mainz 
Dmitry Budker 
Peter Blümler 
Arne Wickenbrock

Under construction at Mainz and BU

Helmholtz Institute Mainz 
John Blanchard 
Nathan Leefer 

Stanford 
Peter W. Graham 

UC Berkeley 
Dmitry Budker 
Surjeet Rajendran

oscillation frequencies, which are proportional to the axion mass.  

The first-generation CASPEr-Electric ex-
periment will employ well-established ex-
perimental techniques and will serve as a 
guide for our research program to develop 
new techniques for the second-generation 
experiment. The first-generation experiment 
will use a 1 cm3 PbTiO3 sample under 
cryogenic conditions (temperature on the 
order of 1 K). Nuclear spin polarization will 
be accomplished via thermal polarization at 
high magnetic field (20 T). Under these 
conditions, the nuclear spin polarization is 
approximately a part in one thousand 
(yielding roughly 1019 polarized spins) and 
the spin polarization will persist for more 
than 1000 s [21]. If Bext is tuned to reso-
nance with the axion oscillation frequency, 
the interaction of the axion-induced oscil-
lating EDM with the internal electric field 
of the ferroelectric crystal will cause an 
oscillating magnetization to build up in the 
sample that can be measured with a pick-up 

coil. The amplitude of the oscillating magnetization will increase for a period of time determined 
by the coherence time of the axion-EDM interaction. In the case of PbTiO3, this coherence time is 
limited by the spin-coherence time of the sample, which is on the order of 1 ms [21]. 

 
These parameters determine the experimental procedure for scanning Bext. The scan starts at 20 T, 
where the sample is thermally polarized, and then the field is ramped down to near zero in steps of 
10 µT. At each value of Bext, data is acquired for 1 ms, which means that the complete scan takes a 
time of 100 s. The scan covers axion masses from a millionth of an eV to 100 trillionth of an eV 
(eight orders of magnitude), corresponding to frequencies from about 100 MHz to 1 kHz. A slower 
scan speed can be used if necessary, which simply integrates the signal for a longer period of time 
at each point, with the only limitation being the decrease in sample polarization at lower magnetic 
fields after 1000 s.  

In principle, with this setup, after only one hour of data collection, CASPEr-Electric will be sensi-
tive to general axions with spin couplings up to a 100 billion times weaker than presently con-
strained by astrophysical observations (see Figure 2). 

The ability to carry out a full scan in a relatively brief period of time is extremely advantageous for 
the study of noise and systematic errors, particularly those appearing at particular frequencies. In 
particular, we will be able to study vibrational noise, the effect of magnetic field gradients, thermal 
drifts, and the effect of non-adiabatic changes in Bext during the scan. 
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Figure 6: CASPEr Electric Setup

NMR techniques and high precision magnetometry 

No other way to search for light axions 

Would be the discovery of dark matter and glimpse into physics at high energies

Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences

Request for Applications

The Simons Foundation’s Mathematics and Physical Sciences (MPS) division invites 
applications for its new Targeted Grants in MPS program. 

Rationale: The program is intended to support high-risk projects of exceptional 
promise and scienti$c importance on a case-by-case basis.
 
How to Apply: Applicants may submit a Letter of Intent (LOI) through 
proposalCENTRAL (https://proposalcentral.altum.com/default.asp) beginning August 1, 
2015. The deadline is rolling and an applicant can submit at any time.

Please coordinate submission of the proposal with the appropriate o5cials in 
accordance with institution policies. Please refer to the Application Instructions for 

further information on and requirements for submitting an application. 

For projects with Principal Investigator (PIs) at di�erent institutions, the LOI should be 

signed submitted by the PI designated as the main PI and his/her institution.

LOI Requirements Include:

 
 Research plan (two-page limit, plus up to one page for references and $gures): 

Signed by the main PI on letterhead, which includes a brief summary of the 
support requested, including the names of the other PI(s) involved, if applicable, 
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justi$cation. 

 A tentative yearly budget (two-page limit) indicating total amount and major 
expense categories with proposed start and end dates. 

Applicants will be noti$ed within two months of the LOI submission.

Please note that the volume of interest in this program is such that the foundation is not  

able to provide advance guidance on potential proposals. We use the LOI stage to 
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DM Radio

Kent Irwin 
Saptarshi Chaudhuri 

Jeremy Mardon 
Surjeet Rajendran 

Yue Zhao

with

PRD 92 (2015) arXiv:1411.7382
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DM Radio:

Electromagnetic Detectors

ADMX focuses on axions ~ 0.5 - 10 GHz 

cavity limit: axion wavelength ~ size of cavity

a

γ

B

shield

L

C

Tunable EM 
resonator Q ~106 

(a radio)

SQUID readout

Would like to see both scalars and vectors over broad mass range 
new effects for axion wavelength > experiment size 

still want EM resonator (LC circuit not cavity) S. Thomas, P. Sikivie



Axion Dark Matter

102 Hz 1012 Hz104 Hz 106 Hz 108 Hz 1010 Hz

axion mass (frequency)

ADMX

May be able to cover all of axion dark matter:

NMR
LC circuit cavities new ideas? 

open resonators

many more new ideas beyond these for axion detection in general!



Atom Interferometry 
and Accelerometers

Jason Hogan 
Mark Kasevich 

Surjeet Rajendran

with



Force from Dark Matter

arXiv:1512.06165

Pulsar Timing Arrays

Can probe orders of magnitude past current limits

F / g
p
⇢DM cos(mDMt)DM exerts force on matter:

for many DM models (e.g. relaxion)

Be

Al

Torsion Balances

Eot-Wash analysis underway

85Rb-87Rb

Atom Interferometers

In construction Kasevich/Hogan groups

scalar DM would also cause oscillation of “constants” e.g. electron mass
Force is oscillatory and equivalence-principle violating

New Direct Detection Experiments:

These are the particles adelberger was already assuming exist anyway, we’re just saying they could also be DM 



Gravitational Wave Detection 
with Atom Interferometry

Savas Dimopoulos 
Jason Hogan 

Mark Kasevich 
Surjeet Rajendran

with

PRL 110 (2013) arXiv: 1206.0818 
PLB 678 (2009) arXiv: 0712.1250 
PRD 78 (2008) arXiv: 0806.2125



Gravitational Wave Motivation

Gravitational waves open a new window to the universe

Unique astrophysical information (WD’s, NS’s, BH’s) 
 - probe near horizon geometry of BH

Directly observe universe before CMB formed 
 - signals from inflation, reheating, phase transitions…

Gravitational waves will be major part of future of 
astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology



Gravitational Spectrum

Every new EM band opened has 
revealed unexpected discoveries, 

gravitational waves give a new spectrum

New detectors?

the gravitational-wave signal extraction by broadening the
bandwidth of the arm cavities [51,52]. The interferometer
is illuminated with a 1064-nm wavelength Nd:YAG laser,
stabilized in amplitude, frequency, and beam geometry
[53,54]. The gravitational-wave signal is extracted at the
output port using a homodyne readout [55].
These interferometry techniques are designed to maxi-

mize the conversion of strain to optical signal, thereby
minimizing the impact of photon shot noise (the principal
noise at high frequencies). High strain sensitivity also
requires that the test masses have low displacement noise,
which is achieved by isolating them from seismic noise (low
frequencies) and designing them to have low thermal noise
(intermediate frequencies). Each test mass is suspended as
the final stage of a quadruple-pendulum system [56],
supported by an active seismic isolation platform [57].
These systems collectively provide more than 10 orders
of magnitude of isolation from ground motion for frequen-
cies above 10 Hz. Thermal noise is minimized by using
low-mechanical-loss materials in the test masses and their

suspensions: the test masses are 40-kg fused silica substrates
with low-loss dielectric optical coatings [58,59], and are
suspended with fused silica fibers from the stage above [60].
To minimize additional noise sources, all components

other than the laser source are mounted on vibration
isolation stages in ultrahigh vacuum. To reduce optical
phase fluctuations caused by Rayleigh scattering, the
pressure in the 1.2-m diameter tubes containing the arm-
cavity beams is maintained below 1 μPa.
Servo controls are used to hold the arm cavities on

resonance [61] and maintain proper alignment of the optical
components [62]. The detector output is calibrated in strain
by measuring its response to test mass motion induced by
photon pressure from a modulated calibration laser beam
[63]. The calibration is established to an uncertainty (1σ) of
less than 10% in amplitude and 10 degrees in phase, and is
continuously monitored with calibration laser excitations at
selected frequencies. Two alternative methods are used to
validate the absolute calibration, one referenced to the main
laser wavelength and the other to a radio-frequency oscillator

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Simplified diagram of an Advanced LIGO detector (not to scale). A gravitational wave propagating orthogonally to the
detector plane and linearly polarized parallel to the 4-km optical cavities will have the effect of lengthening one 4-km arm and shortening
the other during one half-cycle of the wave; these length changes are reversed during the other half-cycle. The output photodetector
records these differential cavity length variations. While a detector’s directional response is maximal for this case, it is still significant for
most other angles of incidence or polarizations (gravitational waves propagate freely through the Earth). Inset (a): Location and
orientation of the LIGO detectors at Hanford, WA (H1) and Livingston, LA (L1). Inset (b): The instrument noise for each detector near
the time of the signal detection; this is an amplitude spectral density, expressed in terms of equivalent gravitational-wave strain
amplitude. The sensitivity is limited by photon shot noise at frequencies above 150 Hz, and by a superposition of other noise sources at
lower frequencies [47]. Narrow-band features include calibration lines (33–38, 330, and 1080 Hz), vibrational modes of suspension
fibers (500 Hz and harmonics), and 60 Hz electric power grid harmonics.

PRL 116, 061102 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
12 FEBRUARY 2016

061102-4

Advanced LIGO can only detect GW’s > 10 Hz ➜ How look at lower spectrum?



Atom Interferometry for Gravitational Waves

atoms act as clocks, measure 
light travel time

opens new bands in gravitational spectrum

long laser baseline, atoms are excellent inertial proof masses



Recent Experimental Results
Stanford Test Facility

➜ 50 pK

Macroscopic splitting of atomic wavefunction:
54 cm

(Kasevich and Hogan groups)

much of the technology needed for GW’s now demonstrated



Summary

1. Cosmic Axion Spin Precession Experiment (CASPEr) - in construction at BU and Mainz 

2. DM Radio - in construction at SLAC/Stanford 

3. Atom Interferometry for DM and gravitational wave detection - demonstrator at Stanford

Precision measurement is a powerful tool for particle physics and cosmology 
e.g. axions, gravitational waves…

Many more possibilities…

If the new physics is not at weak scale, we will need new approaches

Examples:

new techniques beyond traditional particle colliders/detectors: 
atomic interferometry, precision magnetometry, NMR, EM resonators, torsion balances…
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Axions with NMR
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CASPEr-Wind
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CASPEr-Wind

a

x

nuclear spins precess in DM axion field 

proportional to axion momentum (“wind”)

H 3 ra · ~�Ncan also use direct coupling of axion to nucleons: (@µa) ̄�
µ�5 ➜

SQUID 
pickup 
loop

�Bext

axion “wind” �a

Similar to CASPEr-Electric but 
no Schiff suppression, no polar crystal 

➜ can use LXe or 3He

makes a directional detector for axions (and gives annual modulation)



Possibilities for Light Dark Matter
All UV theories summarized by only a few possibilities 
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Gravitational Wave Spectrum
new sensors LIGO
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CMB

10-4 Hz

Early universe is transparent to gravitational waves

Rare opportunity to study cosmology before last scattering 
CMB: z ~ 103 but nucleosynthesis: z ~1010

e.g. inflation may be observable in ~ 1 Hz band

cosmology best probed at frequencies ~ 1 Hz and below: 
e.g. phase transitions, reheating, dark energy (redshifts), etc.

could give only probe of energies far above colliders

many astrophysical signals at lower frequencies: 
black holes (strong field gravity), neutron stars, white dwarfs



Atomic Gravitational Wave Interferometric Sensor (AGIS)

Common interferometer laser

L ~ 100 - 1000 km
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Atom in accelerometer sequence, GW modulates interferometer phase
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Resonant Detection and Inflation

Atomic detector can run in resonant mode, 
may be able to reach highest level of GW’s from inflation

detect at ~1 Hz

observe many e-folds in to inflation

probe inflaton potential
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(Preliminary!)
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